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Our analysis suggests that absolute convergence processes do not nec-
essarily exclude dynamics of club convergence and vice-versa. Growth
and convergence processes should be thought as the composition of con-
trasting economic in‡uences, in which industrialization matters. Our
results suggest that the convergence process between the South and
the North of Italy ended due to a slowing down both in the industrial-
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economiesto catch upwithdevelopedcountries, itstheoretical and empirical
role has been largely left aside by papers on growth and especially by the
literature on convergence.1
The empirical literature employs one-sector versions of theSolow (1956)
model or of the “growth accounting” approach (Temple, 1999). In such
frameworks, theanalysis of the convergence process is conducted by includ-
ing the initial level of per capita GDP in the regressors set - what has come
to beknownas ﬂ-convergence(Barro and Sala-i-Martin 1991, 1992 and 1996;
Barro, 1998).2
However, predictions and results on convergence obtained by means of
“growth regressions” have been criticized in recent years (Ben-David, 1994;
Durlaufand Johnson, 1996; Quah 1996). Thesecriticismsarisefromtheidea
that the Absolute and the Club Convergence Hypotheses (ACH and CCH
hereafter) should be intended essentially as empirical questions; for this
reason, economic theory should enter the analysis answering the question of
why economiesconverge (oreventually not) only onceit hasbeenadequately
assessed whether countries are converging (or not). Indeed, Galor (1996)
and Durlauf and Quah (1999) note that if, as suggested by the economic
theory variables like capital deepening or human capital are included in
the regressors set, empirical frameworks study conditional convergence and
conditional club convergence processes, rather than testing the ACH versus
the CCH.
With the aim of building pure empirical frameworks, many alternative
approaches for studying growth and convergence have been recently pro-
posed (seeBen-David, 1994; Bernard and Durlauf, 1995; Quah, 1997 among
others). One of these approaches proposes theorizing “directly in terms
of the entire distribution, and permitting explicit patterns of cross section
interactions [...] to endogenously emerge” (Quah, 1997:121). This proce-
dure makes use of continuous transitional matrices - stochastic kernels - to
provide information on whether and to what extent some positions in the
1Recent reviews on the so-called new growth empirics and convergence do not even
mention industrialization (De la Fuente, 1997 and 1999; Durlauf and Quah, 1999; Islam,
2003). Temple (1999) also notes this point.
2There are two main reasons for this choice. On the one hand, empirical models derive
directly from reduced-form solutions of a growth model, and empirical results may be
interpreted in the light of the economic theory (Temple, 1999). On the other hand, the
“old” neoclassical framework seems to encompass, from the empirical viewpoint, models
of the so-called new growth theory (Jones, 1995; Parente, 2001).
2overall distribution represent the long run basins of attraction for a sample
of economies.
This framework overcomes at least two of the main shortcomings of the
growth regressions approach. From an empirical perspective, it studies the
evolution of the entire distribution of the per capita GDP, rather than its
…rst two moments. More importantly, from a theoretical viewpoint it over-
comes the concept of representative economy, allowing for a richer behavior
- both cross-country and over time - of each of the economies under ex-
amination. Because of these features, this framework is now being used
extensively across growth and convergence studies (Quah, 1997; Paap and
van Dijk, 1998; Bianchi, 1999; Lamo, 2000; Beaudry, Collard and Green,
2003; Leonida and Montolio, 2001 and 2004).
Quah (1996) suggests that such an approach needs some re…nements.
We believethat itsmain shortcomingsare due to the necessity of estimating
distributions by means of a complete non-parametric technique. As it is
known, thisestimationframework isfreefromany theoretical constraint, and
thismakes it particularly appealing if theanalysis is focused on convergence
processes. However, the lack of theoretical foundations makes the empirical
results di¢cult to interpret by means of the economic theory: the strength
of the non-parametric techniquein studying if a sample of economies grows
and converges represents its primary weakness when the researcher wants
to address why one observes growth, convergence or divergence. In fact,
within a completely nonparametric framework it is di¢cult to provide an
answer to questions like “why poor economies do not tend to converge with
richer countries? Does capital accumulation explain the di¤erences between
growth paths of poor and rich economies? Alternatively, are they explained
by human capital accumulation? What arethee¤ectsoftheindustrialization
processes on growth and convergence?
To answer thesequestions wepropose a semi-parametricprocedurelink-
ing growth theory with the stochastic kernel framework. In particular, we
use growth theory to remove the e¤ects of some determinants of economic
growthfrom themobility dynamics ofa sampleof economies. Ourprocedure
analyzes growth and convergence patterns and the e¤ects of industrializa-
tion jointly: we analyze both whether economies converge in their growth
processes(addressing theoriginal question ofconvergence) and whethercon-
vergence and growth processes are driven by sectoral unbalances and by
processes of resource reallocation between manufacturing and agriculture
(combining studies on industrialization and literature on convergence).
We apply our framework to the study of growth and convergence pat-
terns across Italian regions over the period 1960-95. In the analysis of the
3relationships between industrialization and convergence, Italy appears to
be particularly interesting, mainly due to he fact that the analysis involves
both developed and less developed regions. All developed regions are geo-
graphically close and set in the Centre-North of the country, which exhibits
a highly productive industrial sector and it operates close to full employ-
ment - see Figure I. On the contrary, the South of Italy represents a case of
“missing” industrialization: it experienced a slowing down of industrializa-
tion process during the late 60s; therefore, its capacity to create jobs and
absorb new employment has been low.
Moreover, theextant distancein term oflevelsofGDP per capita cannot
be imputed to coordination failures among di¤erent institutions, as claimed
by Peters (1998): regions share government and all main institutions, and
this allows us to draw conclusion about the growth paths of a dualistic
economy giving less concern to political issues with respect to, for example,
political and economic problems faced by the European Union. Because
of these two characteristics, the Italian economy has attracted economists’
interest sinceearly stages of itsprocessofdevelopment (Lutz, 1960; Eckaus,
1961; Chenery, 1962; Williamson, 1965; Graziani, 1979).
Our analysis provides several interesting results. First, we show that
evidence in favour of the ACH does not necessarily exclude the CCH, and
vice-versa. Over the period 1960-75, evidence shows that regions both con-
verge and polarize, casting doubts on the common practice of taking these
hypotheses as competing in empirical frameworks - see, for example, Quah
(1997) or Islam (2003). Second, we show that growth and convergence dy-
namics should be thought as a composition of competing economic in‡u-
ences. Some of them boost growth and convergence dynamics and some
others work against such processes; and their net impact produces the mo-
bility patterns we observe. Uncovering which of these forces are more im-
portant in de…ning the growth path of an economy is an essential piece of
information for policy makers.
Our results also suggest that in the caseof Italy thestandard framework
of growth accounting is encompassed by models augmented to account for
some aspects of the industrialization process which, together with steady
state convergence, plays a key role in explaining patterns of growth and
convergence. We show that the convergence process between South and
North of Italy ended due to a slowing down both in the industrialization
processinSouthernregionsand intheprocessofconvergenceofeach regional
economy to its steady state level. This conclusion is in sharp contrast with
the literature on convergence in Italy, which claims that the convergence
process among Italian regions ended because of external shocks (namely,
4the 1973 oil shock).
Webelievethat ourresultsprovideclearinsightsto Italianpolicy makers:
developing the service sectors - tourism or similar - should be seen as a
complementary strategy, rather than a substitute of an e¤ective industrial
policy.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides
some preliminary results, which we use to scketch the main lines of the
debate on convergence in Italy and to motivate our work. Section 3 de…nes
our research design. Section 4 describes the data sources and variables we
use. Section 5 reports our empirical results and section 6 provides some
concluding remarks.
2 The Debate on Growth and Convergence in Italy
2.1 Convergence and Growth in Italy: Results from a Density-
type approach
Quah (1997) proposes the useof stochastickernels forproviding an estimate
oftheex-post probability ofhaving an income percapita of yt+s, conditional
to the income level at t, yt.
More speci…cally, by making use of Bayes’ law, a stochastic kernel is
de…ned as:




where yit is the relative GDP per capita at t, and s is the lenght of the
transitional period under examination (Quah, 1997). The estimate in (1)
is equivalent to a continuous transition matrix. It allows the researcher to
examine whether rich regions at t arestill rich at t+s (persistence); whether
somepoor economies at t become rich at t+s (mobility); and whether some
groups of economies, originally grouped in the middle class, have separated
because a process of polarization (separability).
Such an estimate can be interpreted as a test of the ACH, by simply
studying the position in the space of the estimated mass: “if most of the
graph were concentrated along the 45-degree diagonal, then elements in the
distribution remain where they began. If, by contrast, most of the mass
in the graph were rotated 90 degrees counter-clockwise from that 45-degree
diagonal, then substantial overtaking occurs” (Quah, 1997: 134). In Figure
II, panel A reports the stochastic kernel estimated for transitions occurred
between t and t+5, by using the GDP per capita relative to Italian regions
5between 1960 and 1995.3
Panel B shows that persistenceof regional disparities is themain feature
of the sample; indeed, the estimated mass lies almost entirely along the 45-
degree line. Notice also that the middle class tends to vanish; indeed, at
the centre of the probability mass we observe a process of local divergence.
The estimate also reveals the existence of two positions, close to the 45-
degree line, at which the probability mass tends to concentrate. Taken
together, these results suggest that Italian regions approach to di¤erent
long run equilibria; the …nal position that each region reaches depends on
its position within the distribution in t. Indeed, the two modes that the
stochastic kernel displays represent the basins of attraction for the regions
(Bernard and Durlauf, 1995).
These results are not really surprising: duality isa well known featureof
the Italian economic system. However, they are clearly in contrast with the
optimistic conclusion of Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1991), according to whom
Italian regions areconverging at 2% speed per year. They show that Italian
regions display a high dispersion in (the logarithm of) GDP per capita; this
evidenceleads them to claim that “thereis nothing surprising in therelative
performances of the regions of Northern and Southern Italy. The South of
Italy has not yet caught up because it started far behind the North, and the
rate of [...] convergence is only about 2% a year” (Barro and Sala-i-Martin,
1991:151).
However, their conclusions have not been supported by recent empirical
studies on Italy. Mauro and Podrecca (1994) claim that the results of Barro
and Sala-i-Martin (1991) are biased becauseofa lack oftimehomogeneity in
their data. Their main criticisms concern the implementation of the growth
regression framework after a process of homogenization of the data across
three di¤erent time spans. They obtain some estimates by applying the
growth regression framework to the three di¤erent time periods separately,
and show that the coe¢cient associated with the distance between the cur-
rent and the steady state position of the per capita GDP - from which the
so-called rate of ﬂ-convergence is recovered - is not statistically signi…cant.
Against the ACH they also …nd that the dispersion of per capita income
would not decline over time if data were not time homogenized.
Our results show that the probability mass at very low levels of GDP
per capita lies upon the 45-degree line; furthermore, the probability mass
measured at high levels of GDP lies below the main diagonal: in 1995,
3These estimates are obtained by means of a Gaussian Kernel under the hypothesis
that data are normally distributed. See Appendix A for more details on these choices.
6regions are closer than they were in 1960. Notice that Barro and Sala-i-
Martin (1991) analyze the period before 1975, when regions actually show
convergence. To see this, Panel A of Figure III reports the contours plot of
the stochastic kernel estimated for the period 1960-75. Again, the evidence
showsthat a convergenceprocess exists. Over thisperiod, this processis not
completely o¤set by the vanishing middle class. In sum, we …nd evidence
of a process that could be named clustering convergence, in the sense that
regions both converge and cluster in two distinct groups.
Such evidence raises doubts on the common practice of taking the ACH
and CCH ascompeting hypotheses(Quah, 1997; Bianchi, 1997; Islam 2003).
From a theoretical perspective, it is possible that similar economies - or
economies with similar initial conditions - converge in groups within a more
general process of absolute convergence (Galor, 1996). Hence it is reason-
able to hypothesize that the former process, involving similar economies, is
faster than the latter, which instead involves economies at di¤erent stage of
development (Leonida, 2004 discusses this point in greater detail).
Panel B ofFigure III shows that in theperiod 1975-1995, Italian regions
experienced divergence and clustering. The mode representing the group
of “poor” regions is set below the diagonal; instead, the second mode is
set slightly above this line. This evidence represents an established stylized
fact: all regionsfrom Southarestuck in asort ofunderdevelopment trap, and
regions from North are growing and diverging from the rest of the country
(Graziani, 1978; Giannola and Del Monte, 1979; Faini, 1983; Cellini and
Scorcu, 1995; Paci and Saba, 1998; Terrasi 1999).
The literature on convergence in Italy uncovers the existence of a clear
pattern of divergence from the mid-seventies up to today across Italian re-
gions (Paci and Saba, 1998; Terrasi, 1999). Morespeci…cally, Paci and Saba
(1998), on the basis of an homogeneous series, claim that the convergence
process ends in 1975. Theestimate ofthe coe¢cient associated with thegap
variable is negative and statistically signi…cant, and this result seems to be
driven by a strong catching-up process only for the period 1960-75.
Actually, most of the studies …nd conditional convergence: Italian re-
gions tend to converge to their own steady state positions (Mauro and Po-
drecca, 1994; Cellini and Scorcu, 1995; Di Liberto and Symons, 1998). In
a growth regression framework, however, it is di¢cult to distinguish condi-
tional convergence processes from club convergence dynamics (Islam, 2003).
Other researchers employ more sophisticated econometric tools. For exam-
ple, an analysis based on the estimation of the Theil index for the period
1953-1993 con…rms that the reversal in the convergence path took place in
1975 (Terrasi, 1999). However, as in a time series framework (Cellini and
7Scorcu, 1995), this approach needs some a priori grouping criteria - usually,
the geographical provenance of each observation - and it has been shown
that the analysis of the club convergence processes depends crucially on
such splitting criteria (Ben-David, 1994).
Our results show that a club convergence process has unambiguously
occurred overtimeand across Italian regions. Such a processis moreevident
over the period 1975-95 (Figure III, panel B): the evidence con…rms the
…nding that Italian regions did not show convergence during the 80s or the
90s. However, we also note that even the period 1960-75 shows a similar
process; it is di¢cult to uncover it without referring to the shape of the
entire distribution because it is overshadowed by a strong reduction in the
dispersion.
To highlight the …nding according to which the North and the South of
Italy convergeuntil 1975, thesecond column ofTable I reports their relative
GDP per capita averaged across seven intervals of …ve years each - Italy is
set equal to unity. This column shows that in fact the distance between
the North and the South of the country decreases until 1975, and increases
thereafter.
The reversal in the convergence process occurring in the early 70s man-
ifests even if the analysis focuses on labour productivity (Paci and Saba,
1998). Thesametablereportssomeothersimpleeconomicindicators. These
…guresshow that both theNorth andtheSouth ofItaly experienced adecline
in thefraction of thevalue added produced by theagricultural sector; more-
over, thetwo setsofregionsshow an increaseinthevalueaddedproduced by
the manufacturing until 1970-1975. It is evident that thesefractions decline
in subsequent periods. However, Southern regions experienced a stronger
decline with respect to the rest of the country. It is suggested that this
decline is at theroot of the cause of thereversal in the convergence pattern,
and it is caused by the oil shock occurred in 1973 (Paci and Saba, 1998;
Terrasi, 1999).
2.2 Motivation
Table I reports other information highlighting how di¤erent the North and
the South of Italy are: in the …rst period we consider, the value added
produced in agriculture in the South was twice as large as that produced
in the North. This proportion remains essentially constant over all periods.
On theother hand, Northern regions produced almost 50 percent more than
Southern ones in the manufacturing sector, and this proportion tends to
increase over time.
8Also, note that the process of resource reallocation from agriculture to
manufacturing begins in 1960 for the Northern regions: their investment in
agriculture is always lower with respect to the Southern ones. Moreover,
this fraction tends to decline over time, while investment in manufacturing
increases. Conversely, across the Southern regions investment in agriculture
tends to decrease substantially after the second part of the 80s only. South-
ern investment in the industrial sector is always lower than across North-
ern regions; moreover, excluding the early 70s - where a peak manifests,
essentially because of large investments in industry made by the central
government - the fraction of manufacturing investment tends to decrease
throughout.
The di¤erences in the process of resource reallocation are also evident in
the composition of employment and its evolution. Manufacturing employ-
ment in Northern regions is always higher than across Southern economies.
Across the former some of the workers leaving the agricultural sector were
absorbed by the manufacturing sector, especially during the …rst four inter-
vals of time. Employment in agriculture across Southern regions is always
much higher than in Northern ones. Moreover, the Southern manufacturing
sector appears to be much less able to absorb people leaving agriculture.
In summary, there is evidence of di¤erent growth processes across re-
gions, and especially over time. A process of unbalanced growth seems to
manifest especially across the period 1960-75, when Italy was at an early
stage of development and regional economies were converging. More specif-
ically, Northern regions seem to have experienced a strong industrialization
process; Southern regions also grew, but the salient structural features of
the two groups of regions were di¤erent.
Williamson (1965) looks optimistically at this imbalance. He suggests,
by looking at the sectoral and geographical imbalances as growth-boosting
devices, that Southern regions would catch upin a secondstageoftheItalian
development process. Asnoted by Terrasi (1999), heexplicitly linksthelevel
of the national development and the process of absolute convergence across
regional economies, introducing the hypothesis that the lower the degree of
development of a nation, the faster some of the regions within the country
will grow and diverge from other regional economies. The laggands would
catch up in a second stage, by taking advantage of the progress of the fast-
growing regions: “theevidenceon Italian regional dualismsuggest optimistic
projections regarding the future size of the North-South problem as Italy
passes into mature stages of growth and rapidly ascends into high-income
classes” (Williamson, 1965:28).
This has not been thecase. Nowadays, Italy must clearly be regarded as
9a developed country; however, over recent decades, Southern regions have
not caught up with Northern ones, and it seems unrealistic to hypothesize
that a convergence process will manifest in the near future. Giannola and
Del Monte (1997) suggest that the Williamson (1965) model may also pro-
vide theoretical ground for a dualistic economy to induce divergence across
regions. The authors suggest that, if some non-linearities exist in the func-
tion describing theaccumulation ofcapital (non-decreasing returnsto scale)
or if production functions di¤er across regional economies (so returns to
capital may be higher in the developed parts of the country) economic ac-
tivities may concentrate instead of spreading across regions. This, in turn,
may lead to the observed divergence pattern between the North and the
South of Italy.
Theobservation that economic systemsoftheregionslocatedinSouth of
Italy areunbalanced towards theagricultural sectorisa well known stylized
fact of the Italian economic dualism. However, even thought it is acknowl-
edged“virtually every country that experienced rapidgrowthofproductivity
and living standards over the last 200 years has done so by industrializing”
(Murphy, Shleifer and Vishny, 1989:1003), to our knowledge there are no
studies that quantify the e¤ects of such imbalances on the subsequent con-
vergence paths ofItalian regions by means of a non-parametric framework.4
3 Research Design
3.1 From Unconditional to Counterfactual Transitions
As discussed earlier, the distributional approach is attractive because it
makes use of all moments of the distribution of GDP per capita. When we
deal with samples where the level of development di¤ers, the growth pro-
cesses may also di¤er; for this reason, an analysis based on the e¤ects of
growth determinants on the mean of thegrowth rates may not be su¢cient.
Indeed, we have shown that the distribution-based approach allows the re-
searcher to model economies as a set, and each ofthem is allowed to display
a di¤erent temporal behavior; in this sense, the analysis is no morefocussed
on a representative economy. Second, in a growth regression framework no
information isgiven in thecaseofrejection ofthenull hypothesis ofabsolute
4Dall’Aglio (2003) is an interesting exception. He uses a regression tree approach to
study the convergence process among Italian regions for a period going from 1963 to 1996.
His results suggest that the extent of the industrial sector in‡uence the ability of a region
to growth. However, he is not recovering his conditioning parameters from a theoretical
model; and this raises doubts on the consistency of the estimated coe¢cients (Islam 2003).
10convergence. Instead, by using the procedure proposed by Quah (1997), if
the ACH isrejected we can directly study whethereconomies areconverging
in clubs or diverging.
Eq (1) represents a pure non-parametricestimator, and only in this case
it represents a continuous transition matrix. This estimation procedure is
free from any constraintscoming from the economic theory, and exactly this
feature turns out to be important when the analysis is focused on whether
economies are converging.
However, such lack of theoretical foundations represents its primary
weakness once one tries to study why economies grow and converge (or
eventually why they do not). This issue is of great importance. If it is di¢-
cult to relate empirical results to growth theory, it is consequently di¢cult
to state which theoretical model - if any - explains the observed dynamics.
It is also di¢cult to analyze the e¤ects of variables such as physical and
human capital stocks on growth and convergence dynamics.
We de…ne a link between the non-parametric approach and growth the-
ory in order to provide an answer to these questions. Such e¤ort usually
requires a semi-parametric procedure (see Di Nardo, Fortin and Lemieux,
1996; Beaudry, Collard and Green, 2003 for applications in univariate con-
texts). We identify this link by noting that in estimating the stochastic
kernels, the positions of each observation in the income distribution at t+s
is entirely de…ned by three elements: its position at t, the growth rate it
experienced between t and t +s, and the length of the transitional period,
s. Indeed, by de…nition:
yit+s = yites(gi¡¹ g), (2)
where, for the ith observation, yi;t and yi;t+s are relative incomes per capita
at t and t+s respectively, gi represents the average growth rate experienced
between t and t + s, with s being the distance between the two points
of time. Finally, ¹ g represents the average growth rate experienced by the
sample between t and t+s.
Substituting (2) in (1) yields:






Theformulation in (3) allows us to addressa number ofinteresting ques-
tions.
On the one hand we may estimate:






11for positiveand increasing ¢s. Eq. (4) allows us to assessthe importanceof
the initial conditions in de…ning the convergence paths of the entire sample
of economies, under the hypothesis that growth rate of each region stays
constant over time.
On the other hand, let s be the transitional period under analysis, we
may estimate the e¤ect of a vector of variables x on g:
E(g j x) =h(x) (5)
As long as the impact of the variable xl 2 x - where l = 1;:::; L - on
g is consistently estimated (say ^ ﬂl), we may use results from the auxiliary
regression in (5) to estimate:
fxl (yit+s j yit) =
f
³




which represents the stochastic kernel de…ning the path of convergence of
the entire sample of economies from which the e¤ects of the variable xl is
subtracted.
The di¤erence between the estimate provided by eq. (1) and the one
given by eq. (6) shows the e¤ect of the variable xl on the dynamics of the
entiredistribution. Underthehypothesis that ^ ﬂli = ^ ﬂl 8i5, theterm ^ ﬂl(xli¡
¹ xl) removes the e¤ects of the variable xl from the growth rate relative to
each observation, since it is obtained by multiplying theconstant parameter
(^ ﬂl) by the vector xli¡¹ xl.
Notice that eq. (5) can be derived from a standard growth model.
Durlauf and Quah (1999), indeed, suggest that a growth regression may
be used to recover thestructural parameters of the production function. By
using these parameters jointly with eq. (6), we may answer questions such
as “which parts of the observed convergence process are explained by the
steady state convergence and which parts depend on factor accumulation
instead?” and “what is the e¤ect of sectoral imbalances on growth and con-
vergence patterns?” by simply choosing the appropriate economic model.6
5This hypothesis should be tested, rather than imposed at the outset, by means of tests
for structural stability of the parameters. Since the interest of the Italian literature lies
in the reversal of the convergence path occurred in 1975, we prefer to study stability of
parameters over time, rather than across observations, which is left for future reasearch.
6In particular, we employ two models to estimate our conditioning parameters. We …rst
use the standard neoclassical model for growth accounting - i.e. the production function
approach. In the second stage, we extend such framework by proposing a two-sector
formulation, which allows us to analyze the e¤ects of sectoral imbalances on the growth
rate. This model will be explicitly designed to conduct an encompassing analysis with the
standard production function approach.
12Noticealso that eq. (5) can beestimated by means ofseveral estimators,
ranging from the OLS framework to the GMM panel estimator proposed by
Arellano and Bond (1991).
Islam (2003) cautions against using the OLS estimator, since the con-
stant term is supposed to be the same across economies and uncorrelated
with other regressors. Notice that the constant term captures the so-called
“Solow residual” -that is, theproportion ofthegrowth ratenot explained by
the accumulation of production factors. However, since di¤erences in terms
of technological levels are not observable, they are captured by the con-
stant terms. In this sense, we are making the hypothesis that all economies
share the same technology, without studying whether this hypothesis pass
the empirical test. If these di¤erences are signi…cant, we are likely to com-
mit omitted variable bias. For this reason, it seems reasonable to switch to
a panel data framework, and test whether the di¤erences in the constant
terms arestatistically signi…cant. Indeed, panel data are explicitly designed
to overcome issues arising from the correlation between the unobservable
e¤ects and the error term.
This option is not without its own limitations. Barro (1997) argues that
such a procedure tends to lose the cross-section variation of the data, since
it relies on the within variation only. Hence, the within dimension of the
data will be‡awed becauseofitsshort frequency. However, sincetheoretical
models suggest that each economy converges to its own steady state- rather
than to one another - growth regressions should in fact rely on the within
dimension of the data alone (Durlauf and Quah 1999). Moreover, to deal
with theissue ofshort frequency, wemay rely on …ve-year intervals to obtain
the panel structure. Clearly, such approach gives shorter time spans with
respect to thetwenty year framework used in thecross-sectional framework;
however, it is considerably longer than the frequency used in the time series
approach to convergence, for example. In any case, issues arising from the
useofa panel data estimatorlook less problematicthan theomitted variable
bias the OLS framework is likely to induce.
Choosing among the available panel data estimators is not straightfor-
ward, because there are di¤erent ways to deal with the so-called country
…xed e¤ects (Islam, 2003). It is suggested that GLS and MLE methods, to
the extent that the unobservable term is likely to be correlated with other
regressors, might not bethe appropriatechoices. However, theproblem still
exists, since most of the remaining estimators display similar asymptotic
properties.
Note also that, as common across the growth literature, we use contem-
poraneous values ofexplanatory variables and output growth. To theextent
13that someofthe regressors(for example, thegrowth rateofthe physical cap-
ital stock) are likely to be jointly determined with the output growth rate,
an endogenity bias may arise. However, given the poor small sample perfor-
mance of the IV and GMM estimators in estimating growth regressions, it
is not clear whether the use of these frameworks is worthwhile: the reduc-
tion in the endogenity bias may well be outweighed by the introduction of
a small sample bias (Islam, 2000). The issue of endogenity of regressors in
estimating growth regressions is not yet comprehensively addressed (Tem-
ple, 1999; Islam, 2003). Since our panel structure has a small cross section
(20 observations) and a relatively largetimedimension (1960-95), theLSDV
estimator looks to be the safest empirical framework - even if it is biased
for n ! 1, it is consistent for T ! 1 (Amemiya, 1971). To deal with the
issue of endogeneity we perform a test for exogenity of regressors suspected
to be correlated with the error term - namely, the Hausman speci…cation
test. This speci…cation will also be tested again the OLS pooled model and
a Random E¤ects Two-Ways Model.
3.2 Modelling Factors Accumulation and Steady State Con-
vergence
The …rst model we employ to recover our conditioning parameters is a well-
known framework for growth accounting (Temple, 1999).
As is known, this framework provides a breakdown of observed output
growth into components associated with factor accumulation and technolog-







where Yit, Kit, Hit and Lit are the aggregate output, the physical capital
stock, the human capital stock and employment at time t in region i; ﬁ, ﬂ
and ￿ are the elasticities of output to factors, and the term Fi(t) represents
the technological level of the ith region.
We extend a formulation due to Bairam and McRae (1999) to include
human capital in the analysis.7 Dividing both sides of (7) by employment
7The role of the human capital accumulation in growth models is emphasized espe-
cially by Lucas (1988): human capital, in the form of education, can lead to spillover
e¤ects throughout the whole economy. Furthermore, in a generalization of Arrow’s (1962)
learning-by-doing model Romer (1986) focuses upon a model where e¢ciency in produc-
tion rises with cumulated experience. The standard Solow (1956) model has also been
extended by Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) to account for the e¤ects of education on
growth.
14size, and di¤erentiating with respect to time yields:
g(Y=L)it = gFit +ﬁg(K=L)it +ﬂg(H=L)it +–gLit (8)
where the gs represent the growth rate of the variables indicated by the
subscripts, and – = ﬁ+ﬂ +￿¡1.
Also, we obtain an expression for the per capita output, rather than an


















Taking logs of (9) and di¤erentiating it with respect to time, yields
g(Y=N)it =g(Y=L)it +g(L=N)it (10)
Substituting (8) in (10) and rearranging yields:
g(Y=N)it = gFit +ﬁg(K=L)it +ﬂg(H=L)it +’g(L=N)it +–gNit (11)
where ’ = –¡1.
In the light of the debate on convergence, “the simplest neoclassical
models, based on the assumption of decreasing returns to capital and free
access by all countries to a common stationary technology, predict that
growth cannot be sustained permanently but have optimistic implication
from the point of view of convergence” (De la Fuente 1997:30-31). In the
Solow’s (1956) paper, the growth rate of the income per worker is inversely
related to its initial level, provided that the estimates are controlled for the
steady statedeterminants. A variety ofauthors have shown that oncefactor
accumulation contributions have been taken into account, countries in fact
tend to converge to their own steady state, and the convergence speed is
positively related to the distance from the economy equilibrium position.
However, the debate on returns to scale casts some doubts on neoclas-
sical conditional convergence (Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1996). If increasing
returns hold, richercountries-with a higher initial level ofperworkercapital
stock - may exploit scale economies and grow faster than poorer countries,
this in turn leads to divergence paths in per capita incomes. Hence, in eq.
(11) ’ is a crucial parameter; it provides an estimate of the returns-to-scale
regime: ’ < > or equal to 1 implies decreasing, increasing or constant re-
turns to scale respectively. By regressing the growth rate of output per
15capita on the growth rates of all inputs wecan explicitly test for the returns
to scale regime.8
Following Bairam and McRae (1999), we assumenon linear convergence
of economies to their own steady state positions:
gFit = ￿+￿1(Y=N)it0 +￿2(Y=N)2
it0 (12)
where (Y=N)t0 represents the per capita GDP level at t = 0 in country i.
Eq. (12) assumes that the growth rate di¤ers across countries because of
their technological gap. This framework is normally designed to test for
conditional convergence (or divergence, depending upon the signs of ￿1 and
￿2).
Noticethat theexogenousrateoftechnological changeiscaptured by the
constant term. Following Islam (1995), we allow such term to di¤er across
economies by using a panel data framework, which represents our third
improvement with respect to the Bairam and McRae (1999) formulation.
Substituting (12) in (11), and shifting to a panel data formulation of the
model yields
g(Y=N)it = ￿1(Y=N)it0 +￿2(Y=N)2
it0 +ﬁg(K=L)it +ﬂg(H=L)it +
’g(L=N)it +–gNit +„i +‚t +"it (13)
where „i is the sum of￿ and the individual e¤ects, ‚t aretime dummies and
"it is a random error term.
3.3 Modelling Structural Changes and Spillover E¤ects
We test theempirical speci…cation just presented against a model capturing
some of the e¤ects of the industrialization process on growth rates.
It is di¢cult to account for all possible e¤ects that the industrialization
process may exert on economicgrowth. In fact, thereis no de…nition ofthis
process that is …rmly agreed upon. Following Dowrick and Gemmell (1991),
we focus on technological spillover, inter-sectoral disequilibrium, sectoral
di¤erencesin technical progressand factoraccumulations-as intheprevious
section, and we extend the original formulation to account for the e¤ects of
human capital on growth.
The …rst aspect of interest is the e¤ect of the process of resources re-
allocation. Attempts to quantify the impact of this process across sectors
8The growth accounting framework allows the term ’ to di¤er from unity (Bairam and
McRae, 1999). Notice that the parameter ’ appears twice in eq. (11); for this reason, we
test the null hypothesis that ’ = 1 and – = 0 jointly.
16have been relatively few. Feder (1986) proposes a growth model based on
productivity di¤erentials between industry and agriculture. In his setting,
economies moving resources quicker from agriculture to industry are pre-
dicted to grow faster. We build an empirical speci…cation that allows us
to test the hypothesis that “if agricultural productivity growth lags that of
the other sectors, the countries with largest agricultural sectors will tend
to exhibit the slowest aggregate growth” (Dowrick and Gemmel, 1991:265).









where j =A; I.10 Thetotal output is thesum ofproduction in both sectors:
Yit =YAit +YIit (15)














where gYit is the growth rate of total output, and gAit and gIit are the
growth rates of thefractions of output produced in agricultureand industry
respectively at time t in region i.
From (14), the sectoral growth rate is:
gjit =gFjit +ﬁjg(K=L)jit +ﬂjg(H=L)jit +’jgLjit (17)
with j =A;I.
Substituting eq. (17) in eq. (16), using eq. (15) and subtracting gLit
from both sides of (17), yields
9Admittedly, there are even di¤erences inside each sector. In other words, we could
decompose the industrial sector much more than we did. However, the far this decomposi-
tion goes, the more di¢cult comparisons with the standard growth accounting framework,
which is one of our aims in this paper.
10In a preliminary analysis we studied the e¤ects of the sector of services on growth
rates, and all the variables we used to proxy for its extent were insigni…cant - this …nding
is consistent with previuos studies (Acconcia, 1997). To avoid further complications in
the algebraic formulation of the model, we switch to a simpler two sectors speci…cation.













































g(LI=L)it +(’ ¡1)gLit (18)
Notice that the last term of eq. (18) measures returns to scale at the
aggregate level.11
Because of data availability, we impose some hypotheses on this model.
First, we assume that intra-regional mobility equalizes marginal return to
schooling across sectors:12
ﬂAg(H=L)Ait =ﬂIg(H=L)Iit =ﬂg(H=L)it (19)
We make the same assumption for marginal productivity of private capital:
ﬁAg(K=L)Ait =ﬁIg(K=L)Iit = ﬁg(K=L)it (20)
This assumption holds as long as the shift of resources from agriculture to
industry increases productivity of both sectors - as claimed by Dowrick and
11More speci…cally, we assume that returns to scale at the aggregate level are a weighted














Admittedly, this is not necessarily the case: the “whole” economy is not necessarily the
sum of each part. See Eicher and Turnowsky (1999) for an analogous aggregation problem,
and Martin and Mitra (2003) for a justi…cation of this hypothesis.
12This hypothesis is reasonable as long as human capital is measured as the percentage
of people in secondary schools and universities, rather than as the percentage of workers
having a degree and/or a diploma and working in agriculture or industry. Unfortunately,
these informationare unavailable at the regional level forthe period of time we are referring
to. However, we have used the following variables to test the hypothesis thathuman capital














These variables result to be statistically insigni…cant.
18Gemmel (1989), who reject the hypothesis that marginal returns to physical
capital systematically di¤er across sectors.13
With these hypotheses, eq. (18) reduces to:




















Eq. (21) allows us to test for the hypothesis that the sectoral employ-
ment, interacted with the level of development of each sector, drives the
growth rate of the economy, as well as factors accumulation. More speci…-
cally, we test the hypothesis that barriers to the transfer of labour between
sectors and regions drive a wedge between the marginal sectoral products
of labour. The process of inter-sectoral labour transfer is likely to increase
productivity and to stimulategrowth, whereasthe shift ofemployment from
agricultural to industrial sector is seen as a primary source of growth across
the development literature (Lewis, 1954).
Another aspect of interest are the e¤ects on the overall growth rate
of catching up processes among sectors belonging to di¤erent regions, and
between sectors belonging to the sameregion. Following Dowrick and Gem-
mell (1991), we model these e¤ects by splitting the exogenous components
of the growth rates in eq. (21) in a sector-driven and a sector-independent
component:
gFjit =ˆit +bjit (22)
Thesectorindependent component, ˆit, is modelled as depending on the
initial level of per capita GDP and on net imports to total output:
ˆit = ￿+￿1(Y=N)it0 +￿2(Y=N)2
it0 +￿3(NET=Y )it (23)
13We believe believe that this hypothesis should be tested, rather than imposed on















to test the hypothesis that productivity of capital in agriculture di¤ers from productivity
of capital in industry. These variables reveal to be statistically insigni…cant giving support
to the hypothesis we impose to the model. However, this result may depend on the fact
that we are using growth rate at the aggregate level, rather than at the sectoral one. There
are many issues to deal with, if capital stock has to be constructed at the sectoral level
(which depreciation rate should be used in the permanent inventory model? Is it equal in
both sectors? Would results be comparable with other studies?), well beyond of the scope
of this paper.
19where NET are net exports. Eq. (23) allows us to test the hypothesis that
regionsareconverging at a decreasing rate to their own steady stateposition
(Bairam and McRae, 1999; Durlauf and Quah, 1999), and that growth rate
depends on the export capacity of the ith region, as suggested by Graziani
(1978).
The sector-linked component of the growth rate is given by:
bjit =
½
bAit =!1A +!2A ln(g(Y=L)Ait=g(Y=L)Iit)
bIit = !1I +!2I ln(g(Y=L)Iit=g¤
(Y=L)Iit) (24)
where g¤
(Y=L)Iit represents the productivity growth rate in a reference leading
region, and g(Y=L)Ait and g(Y=L)Iit are the labour productivity growth rates
in agriculture and manufacturing, respectively.
Eq. (24) tests the hypothesis that the rate of technological progress in
agriculture - bAit - di¤ers from that in industry - bIit. It is suggested that
there may be a convergence process across industrial sectors; in this case,
the larger the di¤erencebetween growth rate of industrial sectors belonging
to di¤erent regions, the higher the growth rate.14 We also test the hypoth-
esis that a catch up process exists between sectors inside economies. In this
case, the higher the distance between productivity growth in agriculture
and in industry, the higher the growth rate. “If this internal catch up oper-
ates, countries with lower agricultural (labour) productivity relative to that
in industry should experience faster growth, industrial development acting
as a magnet, pulling up agricultural productivity” (Dowrick and Gemmel,
1991:265).
Substituting this set of hypotheses in (21), using (10) and rearranging
yields:
g(Y=N)it = ￿1(Y=N)it0 +￿2(Y=N)2
it0 +ﬁg(K=L)it +ﬂg(H=L)it +
’g(L=N)it +￿3(NET=Y)it +’A(YA=Y )itg(LA=L)it +
’I(YI=Y)itg(LI=L)it +!2I(YI=Y )it ln(gYLI =g¤
YLI)it +
!2A(YA=Y)it ln(gYLA=gYLI)it +(!1I ¡!1A)(YI=Y )it +
+–gNit +￿i +`t +·it (25)
where ￿i and `t are individual and time dummies respectively, and ·it is a
random error term.
14We tested the same hypothesis for the agricultural sector by using
ln(g(Y=L)Ait=g
¤
(Y=L)Ait) - this hypothesis was rejected. Our opinion is that catch
up processes across agricultural sectors of di¤erent regions is more di¢cult than in
industry because production in the former sector depends heavily on local factors.
20Two features makethe empirical speci…cation in (25) appealing. First, a
rich set of questions may be addressed, especially if compared to the simple
growth accounting equation in (13): ￿1 and ￿2 represent the conditional
convergence parameters; ￿3 measures the impact of net imports on growth;
ﬁ and ﬂ are factor elasticities; !1I ¡!1A measures the e¤ects of the size
of the manufacturing sector; ’I and ’A measure the importance of shifting
workers from agriculture to industry, !2A and !2I measure respectively the
existence of catching up processes between sectors in the same region, and
across manufacturing sectors belonging to di¤erent regions.
Second, (25) isan augmented counterpart of(13); this makespredictions
coming from the two models easily comparable. Indeed, we may test the
joint signi…cance of parameters associated with additional regressors and
see whether they add explanatory power to the simple growth accounting
framework.
4 Data and Sources
We use data for regional per capita GDP from 1960 to 1995. This series
is composed of two sub-series. Data from 1970 to 1995 are from Istituto
Nazionale di Statistica (ISTAT).15 More speci…cally, series of per capita
GDP for each region from 1970 to 1980 (at constant price1970) is available
from Conti Economici Regionali by ISTAT. This institute also provides the
seriesfortheperiod 1980-1995; in this casetheseriesisexpressed at constant
prices 1990. The two series have been recently revisited by Istituto per lo
Sviluppo del Mezzogiorno (SVIMEZ), who corrected the series beginning in
1970 making it comparable with data from the second period.
A second series for the period 1960-1993 is provided by Centre for North-
South Economic Research (CRENoS), using mainly data from IstitutoTagli-
acarne, SVIMEZ and UNIONCAMERE. This series isexpressed at constant
prices 1985. We useit to extend the series provided by SVIMEZ, by shifting
its base-year. The resulting series is expressed at constant prices 1990 and
it is based on imperfectly homogeneous parts; however, they do not show
breaks in 1970 (Figure IV).
All variables used in our conditioning exercises come from the same
sources - CRENoS and ISTAT. Thecapital stock is built by using a perma-
15We do not extend our analysis up to 2002 because ISTAT measured variables from
1995 to 2002 following SEC95, rather than SEC79 as before. The Institute has recently
published data for the period 1980-2002 following the new accounting system. However,
because we focus on the e¤ect of industrialization on growth and convergence, we cannot
exclude the 60s and the 70s.
21nent inventory model.16 All variables are measured at constant 1990 prices.
Net imports are taken as a fraction of total output. We measure human
capital as the fraction of the population in the working age enrolled in sec-
ondary schools and universities - primary schooling is compulsory and it is
excluded from the analysis.
Figure IV graphs the path of the GDP per capita for each region over
the period we consider. The same picture reports the GDP per capita for
Italy, North and South obtained averaging across regions. The North of
Italy consists of 12 regions - namely Piemonte, Valle D’Aosta, Lombardia,
Trentino Alto-Adige, Friuli Venezia-Giulia, Veneto, Emilia Romagna, Lig-
uria, Toscana, Umbria, Marche and Lazio; the South is obtained by averag-
ing per capita GDPs across the remaining eight regions - Abruzzi, Molise,
Campania, Puglia, Basilicata, Sicilia, Sardegna and Calabria. The picture
showsthat regional GDP percapita tendsto spread over timeacrossregions.
In 1960, Umbria and Abruzzi belong to the South of Italy; over time, they
tend to converge with the richer regions. All other Southern regions have
GDPs per capita considerably smaller than the richer ones; none of them,
moreover, displays a tendency to take o¤.
This is more evident when studying relative positions (see Figure V).
Such a transformation highlights two features of theItalian growth process.
First, in 1995 regions are less dispersed than they were in 1960. Regions
experienced a strong convergence process until the early 70s; after this pe-
riod, the convergence process ends and the di¤erence between the GDP per
capita of theSouth and the North increases. However, the convergence pro-
cess occurring in the …rst part of the 70s has not been completely o¤set by
the divergence dynamics observed in the following period.
Second, even if regions converge from 1960 to the early 70s, they tend
to cluster in two distinct groups - this process is especially evident for the
period from 1965 to 1970: the polarization process begins some years be-
fore the end of the convergence process, rather than following it. Although
less formal, these results con…rm results coming from the stochastic kernel
analysis presented in section 2.
16In the dynamic equation we use, we apply the depreciation rate that ISTAT provides
for Italy; the sum of the capital stocks of all regions does not substantially di¤er from the
one provided by ISTAT.
225 Empirical results
5.1 Variations in the Transitional Period
FigureVI reportsresultsdescribing theregional dynamicsasthetransitional
period, s, grows. More speci…cally, Panel A isobtained by …xing the growth
rate of each region and s = 10; instead, panel B is estimated for s = 20 (to
save space, we report only the contours plot of the estimates).
As in Figure II, persistency seems to be the main message of this sec-
ond set of estimates: in both estimates, the largest part of the probability
mass appears close to the 45-degree line. However, the exercise makes it
more evident that Italian regions are experiencing a process of increasing
divergence. In panel A, the mode representing the Southern cluster appears
located slightly below the 45 degree line; moreover, the mode representing
the Northern group of economies lies above it. This feature is even more
evident in the 20 years framework. As time passes, the long run positions
of the regions diverge, and to the extent that they represent the basins of
attraction for each group of economies (Quah, 1997), the divergence and
polarization processes are predicted to continue.
Estimates display a second feature. The evidence according to which
both modes are “‡atter” compared to the 45-degree line suggests that there
exists a process of local convergence: regions are clustering in two distinct
groups. Again, this is more evident when longer transitional periods are
considered.
A …nal and maybe obvious point is that the impact of initial conditions
reduceswhen longertransitional periodsarestudied. All thefeatures we…nd
are still present in the estimates relating to the 20 year framework; however
observationslook moredispersed around theirmodes, and thevalley deepens
with respect to both the 5 years and the 10 years setups.17
5.2 Regression Results
Table II reports results from our regression analysis. Column A reports
results for thestandard growthaccounting framework, and columnB reports
results for the model augmented for variables capturing some of the e¤ects
of the industrialization process on growth rates.
17This point leads to the long debated issue on how long the “long” run should be. We
obviously cannot give an answer to this question. However, we believe that it is reasonable
to de…ne as persistent di¤erences in the per capita GDP lasting 20 years or more. An
interesting issue remains unsolved still, is there an optimal choice for s? This issue is left
for future research.
23Table III reports a series of diagnostic statistics for the models we have
estimated. The adjusted R2 ranges from 88% to 89%. In all cases the tests
for the presence of …rst order serial correlation are satis…ed. Moreover, our
results are robust to heterosckedasticity and autocorrelation - consistent t-
statistics are reported in square brackets in Table II (Arellano and Bond,
1991).
Time dummies are highly signi…cant in all models, as well as individ-
ual dummies. Moreover, the LM test of poolability always rejects the null
hypothesis of an equal intercept. The panel data structure we impose en-
compassestheOLS pooledmodel, andthisconclusionisinlinewith previous
studies on growth regressions (Islam, 1995).
As expected, theHausmantest isin favourofthe…xede¤ectsmodel. We
also performtheHausmanspeci…cation test forendogeneity oftheregressors
suspected to be jointly determined with the per capita GDP growth rate -
namely, physical and capital accumulation, and employment growth.18 The
null hypothesis of exogenity ofthe regressors is never rejected.19 The LSDV
model with time dummies is the preferred model.
Thetest forthedegree ofreturnsto scale isperformedby testing thenull
hypothesis that ’ = 1 and – = 0 jointly, which is rejected at the 5% level
- this is especially the case for the augmented version of the model. Hence,
we re-estimate all models excluding the growth rate of the population - this
variable is always insigni…cant. Results in Table II refer to models (13) and
(25), where the variable gN is removed.
The growth rate of per worker physical capital and employment displays
a positiveand statistically robust impact on growth rate of per capita GDP.
In all models the estimated elasticities for marginal productivity of capital
are lower than the parameters usually found across empirical literature on
growth, even in the case of Italy (Bairam and McRae, 1999; Mauro and
Podrecca, 1997). This result is consistent with Islam (1995): thepanel data
18We use three alternative sets of instruments. The …rst set of instruments includes
the physical capital stock (K), human capital stock (H) and employment size (L); the
second set includes the population size (N), population growth rate (gN) and the ratio of
agricultural to manufactoring employment (LA=LI). Finally, the third set includes human
capital stock (H), population size (N) and employment (L).
19The procedure involves the estimates of three regressions, where the variables sus-
pected to be correlated with the error term are taken as dependent variables and all
exogenous variables and instruments as regressors. We, then, recover residuals from these
auxiliary regressionsand test for their jointsigni…cance in modelsA, B andC, re-estimated
by including these residuals. Results from this testing procedure should be taken with
caution, because they heavily depend on the set of instruments one chooses, the validity
of which cannot be statistically veri…ed.
24estimator correctsthe upward bias arising in theOLS framework becauseof
the omitted variables issue. As in previous studies, human capital growth
appears to be much less signi…cantly correlated with growth (De la Fuente,
1997). Returns to human capital range between 12% and 9%; these results
areconsistent both with studies for other countries (Mankiw, D. Romer and
Weil, 1992) and, especially, with studies for Italy (Aiello and Scoppa, 1999;
Di Liberto and Symons, 1998).
Results suggest that regions are converging to their own steady state
positions - the coe¢cient associated with the initial level ofper capita GDP
is negatively correlated with growth. Moreover, the evidence suggests that
the speed of convergence to the equilibrium position depends on the initial
position of the region. This evidence is in favour of non-linear conditional
convergence: regions tend to converge to their steady state at a decreas-
ing rate - a non-linear conditional convergence process is also provided by
Bairam and McRae (1999) for a sample of countries.
Theset ofregressors weuseto obtain theaugmented version ofthemodel
increases the explanatory power of the standard growth accounting frame-
work. The ￿2 statistic rejects the standard growth accounting framework
when tested against its augmented speci…cation. This …nding is robust to
thespeci…cation weuse-columnC reports theresultsweobtain by removing
all insigni…cant variables from the model reported in column B.
It is noticeable that the ￿2 statistic dramatically reduces when statisti-
cally insigni…cant variables areremoved from theset ofregressors. Thismay
be due to collinearity among some variables, that leads to large standard er-
rors. Theobviouscandidatesaretheterms(YI=Y )g(LI=L) and (YA=Y )g(LA=L),
that are likely to be correlated with the term g(L=N). Weuse the￿2 statistic
to test the hypothesis that these variables may be jointly excluded from the
model - the results are reported in the last three rows of Table III. The test
rejects the hypothesis that these variables are jointly insigni…cant - espe-
cially when we examine the joint signi…cance of (YI=Y )g(LI=L) and g(L=N).
Conversely, the test for the joint signi…cance of (YA=Y )g(LA=L) and g(L=N)
is only marginally satis…ed.
In sum, the evidencesupports a positivee¤ect ofindustrializationon the
growth rate: the higher the shift of workers from agricultural to industrial
sector, the higher the growth rate. The parameter associated with the gap
across manufacturing sectors is highly signi…cant with a negative sign. It
appears therefore that the greater the distance from a leading region, the
lower the growth rate: this is evidence against the hypothesis that industri-
alization of poor regions necessarily follows from technological progress in
rich regions. Also, there is no evidence of spillovers across sectors belonging
25to the same regions.
Consistent with the model based on sectoral imbalances, the higher the
level of industrialization of a region and the higher its ability to shift re-
sources to the manufacturing sector, the higher the growth rate. Moreover,
the parameterassociated with thedimensionoftheindustrial sector displays
a robust and highly positive impact on growth rate. In sum, industrializa-
tion and sectoral imbalances matter: growth across the Italian sample of
economies is explained not only by factors accumulation. Finally, in accor-
dance with Graziani (1978), results reveal that export capacity in‡uences
the regional growth processes: the lower the ability of a region to export,
the lower the growth rate.
We also analyze whether the growth process di¤ers between the two
periods the literature refers to. In particular, we estimate model (25) by
splitting the 1960-95 period into two sub-periods: 1960-75 and 1975-95.
Estimation results are reported in Table IV. The period from 1960 to
1975 is characterized by strong positive e¤ects of sectoral imbalances and
industrialization when compared with the second sub-period. The variable
associated with sectoral imbalances presents a statistically robust and pos-
itive impact on the growth rate, and this impact seems to be much higher
between 1960 and 1975 than the e¤ect estimated for the whole period. The
same holds both for the variable proxying the shift of workers from other
sectorsto manufacturing, andfortheparameter estimated forthedimension
of the manufacturing sector.
The evidence suggests that over this period regions experienced a strong
conditional convergence process. The parameter associated with the dis-
tance between the actual and the steady state position is twice as large as
the coe¢cient estimated for the whole period. All these variables seem to
be much more important in explaining the growth process when compared
with the accumulation of factors, which display low marginal returns and
are statistically insigni…cant.
In the period 1975-95, the estimates reveal that the growth processes
have changed. Sectoral imbalance turns out to be statistically insigni…cant.
Results are in favour ofa negative e¤ect ofresource shifting both in agricul-
ture and in industry - even if the latter is statistically insigni…cant. There
is evidence of spillover e¤ects between sectors belonging to the same region.
In these years, growth appears to be primarily driven by factor accu-
mulation and not by the industrialization process. Finally, the conditional
convergence process slows down, possibly because regions are closer to their
steady state position than they were in the previous period.
265.3 Sectoral Imbalances, Steady State Dynamics and Con-
vergence
Figure VII reports results from our …rst conditioning exercise. Panel A re-
ports the stochastic kernel estimated under thecondition that thedynamics
experienced by each region in tending to its own steady state positions is
set to zero. In the univariate context, Di Nardo, Fortin and Lemieux (1996)
refer to such an estimate as a counterfactual density.20 In the same fashion,
our estimate represents a counterfactual mobility dynamics.
The example we give in Figure VII addresses the following question:
what would the realized dynamics be if regional economies did not tend
to their own steady state position? The di¤erence between the realized or
actual mobility and thecounterfactual onemay be regarded as a measureof
the e¤ect of the variable that has been removed from the stochastic kernel.
In performing this …rst exercise, we use parameters estimated by means
of the standard growth accounting framework. Panel B reports the con-
tours plot of the estimated stochastic kernel; to facilitate comparisons, we
superimpose on the picture the actual dynamics - dotted lines. The results
suggest that for the counterfactual dynamics, the modes appear more dis-
tant than they actually are. In particular, almost all the mass distributed
around the mode representing the group of rich regions moves above the
45-degree line. Furthermore, the valley between the two clusters tends to
deepen. Due to the di¤erence between the two estimates, the process of
conditional convergence is found to fuel the absolute convergence process.
Theresultscoming from theconditioning exercisearemoreevident when
we use the parameters associated with the gap variable estimated by using
the augmented version of the model - results are reported in Figure VIII
(panel A). In this case, the estimated stochastic kernel not only shows that
the cluster composed by rich regions is above the 45-degree line, but also
that a large fraction of the probability mass representing the observations
located at low levels of per capita GDP move to below the diagonal. Both
results suggest that, if regions did not tend to their own steady state, we
would have observed a strongerprocess ofdivergencebetween theNorth and
the South of Italy with respect the observed one.
20More speci…cally, they de…ne a procedure to remove the e¤ects of institutional vari-
ables from the distribution of wages - for example, the e¤ect on household incomes of
the presence of a minimum wage in the labour market. This procedure produces such
counterfactual densities in an univariate context. For an application of this framework in
a growth context with univariate densities, see Beaudry, Collard and Green (2003) and
Leonida and Montolio (2004).
27Panel B reports the dynamics estimated under the hypothesis that no
variables proxying for sectoral imbalances had e¤ects on regional growth
rates - again, we report the actual dynamics to facilitate comparisons. If
this hypothesis held, the mode representing the lower cluster would be set
abovethe main diagonal. Moreover, themode representing the richer group
ofregionswouldalmost disappear, so would thevalley. Thisevidencesuggest
that the club convergence process is explained by the process of industrial-
ization that the northern regions experienced over time.
5.4 Absolute Convergence and Club Convergence Patterns
as Syntheses of Economic In‡uences
Results in the previous section suggest that processes of absolute and club
convergence may be viewed as the outcome of the e¤ects of a number of
variables. Some forces, such as the tendency of each economy to its steady
state position, are found to facilitate the catching up process; some others,
are instead found to work against the absolute convergence process. In the
case of Italy, among the latter is the economic structure of each region.
By studying how the relative power of these in‡uences varies over time,
onemay uncoversomeofthereasons why Italianregionsdisplay convergence
until early 70s and tend to divergeafterwards. FigureIX reports the results
obtained using our conditioning device on the period 1960-1975; we use
parameters in Table IV to perform this exercise.21
Panel A reports the e¤ects of all the variables we use to proxy for the
structure of the economy and the process of resource shifting on the real-
ized dynamics. Results suggest that the industrialization process displays a
strong e¤ect on convergence processes. In particular, there exists evidence
of these e¤ects both in rich and poor regions. Northern regions would not
take o¤ without industrialization and would not separate from the rest of
the country. Notice that the two clusters emerge over this period because
of the industrialization e¤ect.
However, theclub convergence dynamics is o¤set by a strong conditional
convergence process (panel B). Convergence to the steady state results in
a strong absolute convergence process. If convergence to equilibrium was
absent, regionsfrom North ofItaly would appearcompletely separated from
other regions. Taken together, results regarding the 1960-75 period suggest
the existenceof a club convergence process almost completely hidden by the
21Results do not qualitatively di¤er if we use parameters estimated for the whole period.
However, because the latter are smaller than the ones we use, the e¤ects are less evident
compared to the ones we report.
28absoluteone. However, over thisperiod thetwo groups ofeconomies became
more di¤erentiated, in the sense that North of Italy took advantage of the
industrialization process to grow.
Figure X reports results regarding the period 1975-1995. The di¤erent
structure of the economy still enables the Northern regions to grow and
diverge; the Southern regions look stuck in a sort of underdevelopment trap
(panel A). However, the conditional convergence process, even if still in
action, slows down considerably in comparison with the previous period.
The combination of thetwo contrasting forces produces thedivergence path
the two clusters experienced until 1995.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we study growth and convergence patterns of the per capita
GDP across a sample of Italian regions over the period 1960-95. Our study
contributes to the extant literature in many respects.
1. We propose a semiparametric procedure which links growth theory,
industrialization and density-type studies on growth and convergence.
2. Our results con…rm that Italian regions converged until early 70s and
diverged afterwards. Our results suggest, also, that two basins of
attraction manifest in the period from 1960-75.
3. The club convergence process begins before the appearance of the di-
vergence process, and during the period in which regions converge.
Over the period 1960-75, evidence shows that regions both converge
and polarize even if the club convergence pattern is hidden by the
absolute convergence process. This means that the ACH does not
necessarily exclude the CCH and vice versa, casting doubts on the
common practise of taking thesehypotheses as competing in empirical
frameworks.
4. We test a standard growth accounting framework against an aug-
mented version capturing the e¤ects of resources reallocation between
manufacturing and agriculture on growth rates. At least in theItalian
case, the former is encompassed by the latter. The industrialization
process is found to play a key role in explaining patterns of growth
and convergence in Italy.
295. Growth and convergencedynamics shouldbethought asa combination
of contrasting economic in‡uences. Some of them boost growth and
convergence dynamics, and some others work against such processes.
More speci…cally, over the period 1960-75 the process of convergence
to thesteady stateleads regions to convergeto each other, hiding that
industrializationmakes regions to convergein clubs. Conversely, in the
period 1975-95, the steady state convergence process slows down, and
di¤erencesinthelevel ofindustrializationlead to a pathofpolarization
and divergence.
6. Theevidencesuggeststhat thereversal intheconvergenceprocessdoes
not depend on external shocks only, as claimed by the literature on
convergence in Italy (namely, it refers the 1973 oil shock). Rather, its
sources may beendogenous with respect to theItalian growth process.
The two clusters manifest in the period 1960-75 and their appearance
depends on industrialization, which creates a two-velocity economic
system. Of course, external shocks may have reinforced such process,
since economic systems with di¤erent growth potential may answer
di¤erently to the same external shock.
It is worth mentioning that our approach, even if accounts for a large
fraction of the growth and convergence processes shown by Italian regions,
does not explain all of them. This is for a number of reasons. Firstly, pub-
lic sector is left out from the analysis, even if Italian governments tried to
contribute to the development of Southern regions by means of public in-
vestments in theindustrial sector and, morerecently, through investment in
infrastructure (Giannola and Del Monte, 1997). We also do not analyze the
e¤ects on growth of improvements in the banking sector, the development
of which seems to behighly correlated to thegrowth process(Levine, 1997).
Finally, historical events may have a¤ected both the growth process and the
accumulation of private and human capital.
All these questions are left for future research.
307 Appendix A
Eq. (1) may beestimated by means ofthe following non-parametric estima-
tor:






























The joint distribution at the …xed point zo
i = (yo
it; yo
it+s) in the numer-
ator of eq. (26) is estimated by using N cross-sectional and time series
realizations of per capita GDP given the length of the transition period, s.
For example, vector t and t +s for s = 5 consists of 620 = 20 ¤ (35 ¡4)
observations - 20 regions from 1960 to 1995.




the height of which, evaluated at (yit¡yo
it), gives the weight attached to the
ith observation. If a Gaussian kernel is used to perform the estimate in
eq.(26), the height is given by the standard normal density function. All
positive functions that integrate to unity could play this role. The kernel
function is particularly appealing because it has monotonicity of features -
peaks and valleys - with respect to themagnitude of the bandwidth (Silver-
man, 1981). Because of this property, it is the kernel that we use in this
paper.
Finally, h > 0 is the bandwidth, which determines “which observation
we are looking at” (Kennedy, 1996). The bandwidth choice is the crucial
parameter in eq. (26): If h is chosen “too small”, the kernel assigns non-
negligible weight only to the observation very close to zo
i . In such a case,
the estimated density function is under-smoothed and uninformative. On
the other hand, if his chosen “too large”, thekernel assigns a non-negligible
weight to observation very far from zo
i, over-smoothing theestimateand pos-
sibly losing crucial information about the “true” shape of the distribution.
Notice that, in order to compare distributions over time a common band-
width hasbeen used to estimate thestochastic kernel (Marron and Schmitz,
1992). Alternative smoothing parameters may be chosen for h (Silverman,
1986). We opt for the safest choice, and use the average of the bandwidths
as data were normally distributed.
31Finally, to obtain theconditional distribution, oneshoulddividethejoint
distribution by the marginal one, as shown in eq. (26).
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36Panel A
Panel B
Panel A reports the stochastic kernel estimated for transitions of
five years (i.e. s=5) between 1960 and 1995 for Italian regions.
Vectors t an t+s consist of 620 observations of relative per capita
GDP (20 regions for 31 years). The estimate is performed by
means of the Gaussian Kernel under the hypothesis that the data
are normally distributed. Panel B reports the contours plot of the
estimate for fixed levels of probability.
Figure I
Stochastic Kernel Analysis (1960-95)Panel A
Panel B
Panel A and panel B reports the contours plot of the stochastic
kernel for transitions of five years (i.e. s=5) between 1960 and
1975 and between 1975 and 1995 respectively. Vector dimensions
consist of 240 and 340 observations respectively.
Figure II







IA/I II/I LA/L LI/L
1960-1965 1.461 0.079 0.391 0.082 0.291 0.221 0.306
1965-1970 1.425 0.063 0.394 0.075 0.257 0.166 0.326
1970-1975 1.410 0.048 0.409 0.063 0.276 0.119 0.339
1975-1980 1.415 0.044 0.402 0.073 0.311 0.101 0.334
1980-1985 1.416 0.041 0.391 0.068 0.317 0.092 0.301
1985-1990 1.422 0.039 0.389 0.061 0.308 0.078 0.273
1990-1995 1.429 0.037 0.391 0.052 0.295 0.064 0.278
1960-1965 0.539 0.153 0.269 0.098 0.228 0.419 0.128
1965-1970 0.575 0.134 0.281 0.080 0.200 0.360 0.135
1970-1975 0.590 0.111 0.294 0.082 0.286 0.302 0.146
1975-1980 0.585 0.094 0.278 0.106 0.253 0.253 0.154
1980-1985 0.584 0.089 0.267 0.100 0.238 0.200 0.144
1985-1990 0.578 0.079 0.265 0.084 0.228 0.170 0.128
1990-1995 0.571 0.075 0.260 0.069 0.261 0.149 0.155
1960-1965 1.000 0.098 0.361 0.086 0.274 0.282 0.251
1965-1970 1.000 0.081 0.365 0.076 0.240 0.225 0.268
1970-1975 1.000 0.064 0.379 0.069 0.279 0.173 0.282
1975-1980 1.000 0.057 0.370 0.083 0.293 0.146 0.281
1980-1985 1.000 0.053 0.360 0.077 0.294 0.124 0.255
1985-1990 1.000 0.049 0.358 0.068 0.285 0.106 0.229





Sectoral Unbalances in Italy (1960-1995)
Rel. Y/N is the relative per capita GDP (Italy=1); VAA/VA and VAI/VA
are the fractions of Value Added in agriculture and in manufacturing
respectively; IA/I and II/I are the fractions of investments in produced
agriculture and manufactoring respectively. All variables are measured at
constant prices 1990. LA/L and LI/L represent the fractions of employment





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Panel A reports the contours plot of the stochastic kernel for
transitions of 10 years (i.e. s=10) between 1960 and 1995. Panel
B reports the contours plot of the stochastic kernel for transitions
of 20 years (i.e. s=20) between 1960 and 1995. Vector dimensions
consist of 520 and 340 observations respectively.
Figure V










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dStatistic A B C
Adjusted R
2 0.890 0.880 0.882
Wald test (time dummies) 188 347 330
Two-ways vs one-way model
Chi Sq. statistic 439.21 92.10 98.28
Wald test (individual dummies) 9358 7593 8375
Lagrange multiplier test (pooled vs panel model)
Two ways model 13.21 42.13 73.34
Hausman test (fixed vs random model)
Two ways model 23.31 29.24 27.02
Model test 49.93 28.45 31.55
Test for first-order serial correlation -1.56 -1.47 -1.96
F-test (1) 50.41 18.08
F-test (2) 44.58 12.91
Test for returns to scale regime:
Chi Sq. for Ho: ψ=1 and δ=0 7.78 5.67 6.78
Test for joint excl. of gLN, (YI/Y)gLI, (YA/Y)gLA 158.72
Test for joint excl. of gLN and (YI/Y)gLI 157.28
Test for joinf excl. of gLN and (YA/Y)gLA 8.33
Columns A and B report diagnostic tests for the standard growth accounting
model and for the augmented specification. F-test (1) and (2) test the joint
statistical significance of variables representing sectoral imbalances - i.e. Ho: the
standard growth accounting model is the right model. In column B, F-test(1)
tests the alternative hypothesis that the model augmented with NIMP/Y,
(YI/Y)gLI, (YA/Y)gLA, YI/Y, (YI/Y)ln(gYLI/g
*
YLI) and (YA/Y)ln(gYLA/gYLI) is the 
correct one; F-test (2) tests the alternative hypothesis that the model
augmented with (YI/Y)gLI,( Y A/Y)gLA,Y I/Y, (YI /Y)ln(g YLI
(YA/Y)ln(gYLA/gYLI) is the correct one. In column C, F-test (1) tests the
alternative hypothesis that the model augmented with YI
(YI/Y)ln(gYLI/g
*
YLI), and NIMP/Y is the correct one; F-test (2) tests the
alternative hypothesis that the model augmented with YI/Y and
(YI/Y)ln(gYLI/g
*
YLI) is the correct one.
Diagnostic Analysis and Encompassing Procedure
Table IIIAB
Coefficient Coefficient


























Test for joint ecxl. of gLN, (YI/Y)gLI, (YA/Y)gLA 12.42 46.89
Test for joint ecxl. of gLN and (YI/Y)gLI 9.52 13.92
Test for joint ecxl. of gLN and (YA/Y)gLA 1.33 26.07
Variable
The dependent variable is the growth rate of per capita GDP - gYN. See
table II for variables definitions. All models are estimated by LSDV
including time and individual dummies. Column A reports results for the
period going from 1960 to 1975; panel B reports results for the period going
from 1975 to 1995. Heterosckedasticity consistent t-statistics are reported in
square brackets. *** (**) [*] denotes that the null hypothesis is rejected at
1% (5%) [10%] significance level.
Table IV
Growth Regressions for Italian Regions across PeriodsPanel A
Panel B
Panel A reports the stochastic kernel estimated for transitions of
five years (i.e. s=5) between 1960 and 1995 for Italian regions
where the effect of the steady state convergence process has been
removed. Panel B reports the contours plot of the estimate for
fixed levels of probability. The dotted lines represent the actual
dynamics.
Figure VI
Conditioning Dynamics Using the Simple Growth Accounting 
FrameworkPanel A
Panel B
Panel A reports the contours plot of the stochastic kernel
estimated for transitions of five years between 1960 and 1990 after
conditioning regional growth rates using the effects of sectoral
imbalances. In Panel B only steady state convergence is removed
from transitional paths. In both panels the dotted lines represent
the actual dynamics.
Figure VII
The Effects of Sectoral Imbalances and Conditional Convergence 
Dynamics on MobilityPanel A
Panel B
Panel A reports the contours plot of the stochastic kernel
estimated for transitions of five years between 1960 and 1975 after
conditioning the regional growth rates using the effects of sectoral
imbalances only. In Panel B the estimates are obtained removing
the effect of the steady state convergence from transition paths. In
both panels the dotted lines represent the actual dynamics.
Figure VIII
Conditional Dynamics (1960-75)Panel A
Panel B
Panel A reports the contours plot of the stochastic kernel
estimated for transitions of five years between 1975 and 1995 after
conditioning regional growth rates using the effects of sectoral
imbalances only. In Panel B the estimates are obtained removing
the effect of the stady state convergence from transition paths. In
both panels the dotted lines represent the actual dynamics.
Figure IX
Conditional Dynamics (1975-95)